
MATTHEW INTRODUCTION PART 7 

 

The introduction to any book of the Bible is just as important for us to understand as what we find 
within its pages. As a matter of fact, it is only when we have taken the time to introduce ourselves to the 
book, that we have the tools necessary to correctly exegete and exposit its content.  Such introductory 
knowledge is obtained by asking the questions of Who? When? Where? What? Why? and How? 
 
1. (Who?) is the author of the book? 
The external evidence is unanimous that the author is the same as the 8th listed apostle, Matthew the 
tax collector (Mat 10 2-3). 
 
2. (When?) was the book written? 
Sometime before 70 A.D. 
 
3. (Where?) is the relevancy of this book to our Christian lives today? 
It is not uncommon to hear people making this kind of a complaint as it relates to the whole Bible (e.g. 
How could something so ancient, speak to my life today? Where is its relevancy?”). However, like all the 
books of the Bible, Matthew’s relevance is easily discernible when one considers the wealth of 
topics/issues that are addressed through its established instruction. 
 
4. (What?) is the historical context of the book? 
 
In other words, what was the geographical, political, economic, sociological and religious setting of the 
first century world that Jesus lived and ministered in? Interestingly enough, each of those categories 
present a picture very similar to our present world (i.e. 21st century U.S.A.). This was most especially 
true when considering the level of heresy and apostasy that existed w/in Judaism. Like Evangelical 
Christianity today, the majority of the Jewish community – including her religious leaders, had convinced 
themselves that their birth into the family of God and the possession of atoning sacrifice for sin was all 
that was needed to continue in a saving relationship w/God. Theologically, things differed very little 
from the antinomian/easy-believism gospel preached today (i.e. Salvation requires only faith.  
 
5. (Why?) did Matthew NOT write his gospel? 
 
Traditionally, inquiry into the author’s purpose is stated in the positive versus the negative as it is here. 
However, this particular dialectic approach to Matthew’s gospel has enormous value – especially when 
attempting to “root out” modern misconceptions about Jesus, His ministry or the Christian Faith in 
general. As such, what follows serves as both an explicit apologetic (against the heresies of our day) as 
well as an implicit guide to Matthew’s purpose and intent in writing. 
 
5.1. To proclaim that the dispensation of law is over. [DISCUSSED] 
 
Matthew’s intention = To proclaim the Law cherished and obeyed as one of the defining marks of true 
Christianity. 
 
5.2. To reveal that God was now good with having a whore for a wife or at least one on the side. 
[DISCUSSED] 
 
Matthew’s intention = To reveal that Jesus will settle for nothing less than a faithful wife (i.e. 
covenant community). 
 
5.3. To portray God the Father as a child abuser. [DISCUSSED] 
 
Matthew’s intention = To portray the Father as a just God Who expects His people to seek and serve 
justice.  
 
5.4. To identify Jesus as an insurrectionist. [DISCUSSED] 
 
Matthew’s intention = To identify the agenda of the Messiah as strictly ecclesiological and 
soteriological (i.e. focused on the covenant community and salvation alone) with no concern or 
opposition to the political affairs or agenda of the secular governments of the world.  
 
 
 
 



5.5. To promote humanitarianism in the world. 
 
The rise of the Social Gospel movement in the late 19th century brought with it a humanitarian view of 
Christianity. In other words, that the Christian religion established by Jesus had as an important part of 
its agenda, delivering humanity from societal evil. As a result, there are many within the Evangelical 
version of Christianity today who believe that churches should be devoted to ending world poverty, 
hunger, slavery, or abortion, and building schools, hospitals, orphanages or digging wells. Such work is 
considered that which most exemplifies the ministry of Jesus in the gospel accounts1.  
 
How we know this was NOT the purpose behind Matthew’s gospel nor the Jesus/Christianity presented 
in the Scriptures:  
 
 5.5.1. Matthew makes it clear that Jesus’ “humanitarian” efforts were directed exclusively at the 
 covenant community (Mat 2:6 w/15:24, 30-31) 
 
 5.5.2. Jesus also instructed His disciples to have the same focus (i.e. humanitarian efforts are to 
 be in relation to the covenant community) (Mat 10:5-8)2 
 
 5.5.3. The only exception was in re: to those willing to love or listen to God/Jesus (e.g. Mat 8:5-
 10 w/Luk 7:1-5; Mat 15:25-28). In the same respect, if anyone is unwilling to listen (including 
 those in the covenant community), they are to be refused help. Never do we see help being 
 given to individuals unwilling to listen to Jesus or His church (Mat 10:5-15; 2Th 3:6-15; 1Ti 5:3-15 
 – notice it is only those willing to listen or having a reputation of listening who are to be helped). 
   
 5.5.4. This paradigm (humanitarian efforts are to be directed exclusively toward the covenant 
 community) is established by God’s Law (Deu 15:1-14 – “brother” = covenant community 
 member; 15:4 is what Zacchaeus is referring to in Luk 19:8a; Exo 23:10-11; Lev 19:9-10) 
 
 5.5.5. This paradigm (exemplified by Jesus and established by God’s Law) was the focus of 
 the first churches – the new covenant community (Act 2:44-45, 4:34; Rom 15:25-26; 1Co 16:1-3; 
 2Co 8:1-11, 9:12; Phi 4:10-16; Tit 3:14; 1Jo 3:17-18) 
 
 5.5.6. Jesus’ teaching on the good Samaritan is meant to reinforce this (not negate it) (Luk 
 10:25-37 – “neighbor” = same as brother, covenant member, see Lev 19:17-18; 1Co 6:1). 
 
 5.5.7. Our response to persecution –not humanitarian effort, is the instruction in Jesus’ Sermon 
 on the Mount address (Mat 5:43-48 w/Rom 12:19-20; Pro 25:21)  
  
 5.5.8. Though it may seem counter-intuitive, it is actually our care and love for one another as 
 the church (not our care for world) that  draws people to Christ and best preaches the gospel 
 (LBS) (Joh 13:34-35; Mat 5:13-16 – historically, people were attracted to the church [city on the 
 hill, light of the world] and becoming members bc they knew this is what was required in order 
 to receive her care [salt]; today people can get care from Christians without the need for 
 such a commitment—so why ever commit? As it re: to LBS/Gospel – Mat 6:33). 
 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Understood in this way, humanitarianism is sometimes also labeled, social justice. For those within this movement, it is more than optional to 
salvation. It is a gospel imperative. In the words of Tony Campolo, “On the day of judgment, the Lord will not ask theological questions so much 
as He will ask if we fulfilled our social obligations.” 
2 Churches who believe they should be spending time giving aid to those outside the church (i.e. non-Christians) are actually expressing ideals 
more in common with Deism than traditional/orthodox Christianity. In support of this, Gregg Frazer states, “In their view [i.e. the Deist], the 
best way to worship God was to do good to and for one’s fellow man.” (The Religious Beliefs of America’s Founders: Reason, Revelation and 
Revolution). 


